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, Abstract

informat4on on the'niture.of high school science (biology, physics,

chemistry) 'studies and their conceived-help to the study of clence at

the university was obtained from two independent sources, Tamely 12th

grade high school students and first year university students. High

school experiences were also related to knowledge of ence upon enter-

.

ing the university as well as to the actual achievemeit in first year
c

university science coursesf Results show, in gener i, a high level of

agreement between the responses of high school an university students.

The high school biology came out as significantly more inquiry oriented,

incorporating more laboratory work and percei cl as more helpful than

either chemistry or physics in the study of h perspective science in

the university. was demonstrated that /he nature of high' school ex:-

perience does exert significant effects yin the learning of and achieve-
-

ment in science at the university /

4 /
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Introduction

Considerable improvements have taken/place in the last,two decades in

science teaching at the high school level. Yet many college professors Still con-

tend that their courses will. be wdt they are regardless of their students.' high .

school background (Adams, 1952; Montean-et al., 1963; Rozolis, 1967;jamir,

1977). A number of studies in recent years' revealed that high school-prepara-

tion does play an important role in college studies. It was fOund that in goreral

the study of a specific science discililine in high school did result in higher

achievement in'college (e.g., Tamir, 1969! Novak et al:, 1971).

However, the nature of the positive contribution of high school science ti

learning and achievement in the universities has not been studied until 'very rer

cently. In one studytudel\ts at the end of their first, year in a big mid-Wefte142

university in the U.S. were (asked to take a retrospective view and,identify

ness and ad4antages in the- high school program Three major conclusions of

that study were:

The major determ

,

nant of the usefulhess'of a high school course appears ro

its potential contribution to success in college studies. r

2. Taking specific science and maths courses is directly related to the level

of preparedness for.college.

3. Not only the number of courses but also their quallity and nature make a difler
. v

ence. More rigorous, more inquiry oriented as well as courses whi.h. aoler
. .

more subject matter appear to have a distinct advantage, over watered down

easy to pass courses (Gallagher and Tamir,,1980).

In iwo

preparation

similar retrospective'studies of'the relationship. between high 54001

and college biology in Israel similar findings were reported

,(Tamir et al 1980; Tamir, Amir 1981b).

4
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specific leaping experiences. For example, studying biology in high school

was foundiO be most helpful in understandind retention of new material

presented in tire lectures in college. As o the study in university laboratories,

-3
themost.helpful high

q
school experience was that which has consislted of the

student's exposure to the 'new" curriculum in an academic high school where

0
he has specialized in biology with.at least two hoursper week in inquiry oriented

laboratories (Tamir at al., 1980).

Additionally, specializing in hip school,biology and studying an inquiry

oriented curriculum such as the Israel BSCS Adaptation, resulted in substantial

advantages for the study of college biology. These advantages were reflected by

perceiving the college biology course as less difficult as well as by performing

considerably better in all achievement measures emplOyed in the college course

(Tamir aed Amir, .1981a):

In a recent study Tamir & Amir (1981b) compared the views of biology majors

to those of physics and chemistry majors in Israel. They found that while there

were differences between bidcogists, chemists and physicists...similar mechanisms

pertaining to the relationships between high school and college studies appear

to exist. Following are'the major findings:

1. On the average high school experiences were conceived to be of more benefit

to the learning and retention of new material presente in lectures than to 1

other modes of learning incoilege.

2. With regard to the laboratory, more laboratory lessons in high school and

more inquiry laboratories appear to be more desirable and to lead to greater

help, higher satisfaction, higher, level of expectations and higher achievemen

in college.



3. Students who had specialized in their science major while in higlischool,

have on the average distinct superiority over their non-speciplizing

counterparts, regardless of whether they major in biologJ chemistry and

physics.

4. While the di.Trence5are not great, biologists are, on the average; more

Satisfied.in their high school biRlogy stubies than either physicists or

chemists in their respective disciplines. They are also more content with

and,more,interested in :their matriculation examination than chemists or

physicists..

, 5. All the respondents agree tha,t better integration and coordination between hi,

school.and college studies is necessary. A specially strong plea to the

university.professors.to build on high school stulies was mady by physics

majors; reflecting, perhaps the sequential nature of physics.

N

Purpose of Study

f

The 'resent study ts,an extension of the previous studies. It aims at

com9aring the views of biology, chemistry and physics students in their freshmen

,

year in college With those of their high school counterparts, namely biology,

chemistry and physiCA majors in their senior year in high school. More

.

specifically, self-reports of_ the groups will be studies-y)n the following:

1. 'Their interest ip different topics in high school.
, t

2. The nature of their high schoolNlaboratory experiences.

3. The use'of innpvative instruCilai strategies in high school science classes
,

.

attitudes
N

4. ,Their tdward various components of the matriculation examination.
, 4

. 5. y ',Their suggestions regarding desitgle changes in high school science studies.

' 6. Their perceptions (colie9e) and axpectations (high school) orthe contributio

r.

of their high school experierkes to the studies .in allege.
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7. The relationships between nature of high school experiences. and the

perceived help in college studies.

In addition ''the relationship between the self repOrted perceptions on the

one hand and actual levels of retention of knowledge and achievements in

college biology will also be reported.

The data-provide an unusual kindf assessment of high school science-

prdgrams, their 4ture and their contribution to the study of science in cclleg::.

The comparison of similar data obtained from different independent soLir:e:,

may be regarded as idependerit replications which lend special credibility to

the validity of the findings.
f

Method

Sample

The college sample consisted of most of the first year science students

at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem in the year 1979-1980. Ninety were biology

majors;'97 chemistry majors and 42 physics majors.

Of the biology majors 71% were girls. 60% had fathers,with higher eductticn,v

and 40% had mothers with higher education. 88% studied in kcademic;08%-in

comprehengive and 4% in agricultural high schools. 76% studies the IsraelSSCc

daptation. 70% took the,Wriculation'examination in biology, 14% in
-, . .

physics and Math and the rest in various other subjects (including students

who co4leted'their high school abroad). ' .

4
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Of the chemistry majors 47% were git'ls*, 40% had fathers.with higher education

and 30% had mothers with higher education.' 71% studies in academic, 8% in

cOMPrehensive, 6Z.in vocational, 9% irk agricultural and 5% in kubbutz high schools.

27% studies the new 'chemistry' curriculum. 41% took theic matriculation examination .

. 1
----.

.

. in chemistry, Z6% in biology, 7% in physics..and the rest in.various other subjects.

Of the physics majors 85% were boys, 60% had fathers with higher education

and 40% had mothers with higher education. 56% studies tn academic, fl% in

vocational, 10% in agricultural and 15% in kibbutz high schools. 38% studied

the new physics curriculum.' 74% took their matriculation examination in physics,

"5% in chemistry, 5% in biology and the rest in various other subjects.

The following two interesting 'observations are noteworth: Firstly, while

three quarters of the biology majors had followed a new inquiry oriented curric-

ulum (The Israel BSS Adaptation) most chemistry and physics students had foll,)

6-

traditional programs. This is a reflection'of the slower diffusion of the

inquiry oriented physics and chemistry. programs in Israeli high schools. seccr;r.,'

while close to three quarters of the physics and biology majors had specialize)

in their respective disciplinu-in high schools, less than half of the chenistry

majors had done so. This implies that, on the average, high school preparation

for college studies to chemistfi'is.not as broad.as that in physics and in
.

biology.
2

It should'be noted that most MO school graduates spend several,years

%.-0-in military service. .Hence, their responses in 1979-80, pertain to their

high school experiences in the mid-seventielk

The high school sample consisted of 437 12th gr'adestudents in the year 1980,

of whom 255 majored in biology, 125 in physics and 57 in chemistry: By majors

we refer to students, who continue to study a particular science in 10th, 11th

apd 12th grade and wht, by and large, take the matriculation examination in
that

8



particular science.

The biology mars studied in'twelve different schools- distributed

all over the country. 57% Mere girls, 53% had fathers with higher eduEation

and41(1% had mothers with higher education. All the students studied the

Israel BSCS Adaptation program.

The chemistry majors studied in tw000f the above mentioned twelve schools.

50% were girls, 72% had fathers with 'higher education, and 52% mothers with

higher education. All of them studied the"new" inquiry oriented chemistry

program. (Note the difference here between them and the colege sample most

of whom4died "traditional",chemistry).-

TE physics majors stbdid4 in six of the above mentioned twelve schools.

Only 17% were girls, 63% had fathers with higher} education, and 51% had mothers

with highei education. All of them studied "traditional" physics (while 38%

of the college sample had studied "new" physics).

In spite of a mean age difference of about four years the'simil4rities

.between' the college and high scho 1 samples are striking. Indeed NO thirds of
.

the high school samples indicated thatey intend to continue their science

studies in college.

.
Instruments, data collection and, analysis

A special questionnaire was designed in order to procure the views and

opinions of the students about various aspects of their ligh school science

Programs such as eir degree of interest in diff4-rent topics, the role of

the laboratory, the extent to which.innovatiye instructional, approaches were Used,

the extent to which their high school science studies taught them to learn/by'-

themselves, theirattitudes to various components. of their matriculation
. .

,

9
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examination, the level of importance they assign to different suggestions

to improve the,.teaching of science in high school, their interest in broadening

their scientific knowledge and their expectations as to, the 'extent to which theirs

high school Studies will help them in their study of science in college.'

Many of the items Were identical to those,used by Tamir and Amir (1981, a+b

Certain items such as those dealing ith interest in specific topics, or thtse

,dealing with different Components of e matriculation examination were, by

necessity, different for biology, chemistry and physics.. The whoiequestionnaire

used a Likert type 4 levels scale in which 1 = very little or very rare; 2 =

little:Or rare; 3 = much or.' frequent and 4 = very much or very frequent.

The data were analyzed by computer programs yielding frequencddistributions

as well as mean scores and standard deviations. It is realized that.the

scales are ordinal and therefpre frequency counts were made and are partially

reported. At the same time, however, in order to save space we report

mean scoresiond standard deviations which prOvide a rough and easy to grasp

estimate ofthe results. Further analysis of the data involved the use of

parametric statistics such as apalysis of variance an tests.' The decision

to,use parametric statistics with the oyinal scales is based pp Abelson and

Tuckey (1959) as well as 'on, Labovitz' (1970) who argues that interval. statistics

may be applied to any ordinal variable since "althOugh some small, error may

accompany the treatment bf ordinal variables as interval, this Is offset by
a

the use of more powerful, more sensitlye, better developed, and moi.e.clearly

interpretable statistics with known sample error" (p. 515).

lu
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4 Results and Interpretation

Interestlin different topics In high school

The topics which appear in Tables I-III were taken from the current syllaI3i

in Israeli high schools. Syllabi in Israel are prescribed by the Ministry of

Education and Culture, although schoos and teachers have at least some flexibility

in emphasizing ceRiin topics less than others. In physics certain topics such

/ as dynamici and kinematics constitute a 'core curriculum while Others such as

electrochemittry, heat and special theory of rebativity'are eleCtives.

Insert Tables-IrIII about here

It'may be seen that on the average the level of interest expressed ;) the

two samples -of biologists is higher than th'at o either chemists or physiCists.

The lowest level of interest is exhibited by cherMsts, especially by the

university sample most of whom had studied "traditional" chemiStiv in high

school. The higher level of interest of university cOmparewith high school'
0

biologists (t = 4:72, p>.0.01) may be;explained by the Act that 4 third
17 ,

of the high school sample represented students, w would not continue their stlidyi,_

of biology in college, probably because they are less interested in biology

and may have decided to major in it because of various reasons, by default.

This explanatign is supported by the general finding that in all high school

samples the range Tf the.mean ratings is widerand extends Substantially

'toward the lowelmlevels of interest (a difference of more than, -a half s andard

deviation May be observed between the mean rating scores of universit, and

high school samplesch several items in the bottom of the list of the, opics in

J
each table). The difference in levels of interest between the tr"samp es are



,

especially conspinous for biologists

anatomy, bacteriology, biochemistry,

and chemisti in specific topics such as

morphology, radioactivity, special relativity

theory and particulate structure of Mathes. 'Perhaps the university students are

more aware of, the pgtential of these topics. Nevertheless one should consid3r

the possibility that,there topics are lesS interesting to those students who do

it not aspire to continue their study.of science in college. In certain topics

.../n chemistry i.e. chemical. 'faMilids or chemical industry in Israel, an oppopite

trend'appears: a er level of interest was expressed'by the high school sample.

Taking into con4ideration that the university sample studied "traditional" cheriisfry,

this may be anOdication that these topics as taught within the framework of

"new" chemistry are so much more 16teresting that even the less selectiGe high

schoo' sample was muermore interested in studying them.

,The more general and perhaps the most impokant result in Table I-III is the

griat similarity in the relative levels of interest iniffeeent topics expressed

by both the high school and the university samples.

For example *let us take applications of'biology, Chemistry of Israeli rocks

and chemical industry in Israel. These topics emphasize appligation of sciene,ard

occupy a very low position as far asthe level of students' interest is concerned.

Perhaps the reason is that the study of these hopics does not contribute to the .

study of biology or chemistry in,college. Topics such as the. human body, gehetics<:-.

organic chemistry, atom structure, dynamics and kinematica are not only inherently

interesting but_perhaps,Are conceived as 'more, essential to the understanding of the

structure of the r'e'spective disc,Wines. A deeper-insight into the relatiVe,,krls

of interest reveals some innresting regularities. For 'example, in biology,

one may lookat the different topics with three dimensions in mind: Regarding

types of ,,rganisms one may observe a low level of interest in plante and

,

microorganisms as opposed to i high'level.of interest -in animals and in humans.

1'

12
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TheseAtesults are in fuj1 i§igeementiqith thoSe obtained in previous studies (e.g.

Tamir iAdngwird, 1974). As far as the,different fields of biology are

concerned, lOwest:is the interest in morphology, somewhat highgr in biochemistry

:6)

and anatomy?, even stronger in physiology and ecology and strongest in geneiics

and human biology. As td the learning process, a very lwa interest,it associated

with applicatiohs.of biology, while laboratory'and outdoors studies rank high

, ,

fin interest:

In addition to the differences among the different science disciplines,

other high school background variables also appear to influence the level of

' interest in studying scienceJ- Thus, far 'example biologists whose fathers were

,academics or professionals had reported significantly higher level of interest

in sdudying'biologthan their counterparts whose fathers were clerki or non-

professional workers. Physicists who had specialized in physics, chgmists who

had specialized in ciemistry and biologists Who had specialized in biology, all

. 4

reported a higher level of interest than their non-specializing counterparts%

in studying their respective disciplines in high school. Similarly, physicist;

and biologists who had had morehan two weekly laboratory lessons in high

p

school also reported a her level of'interett than their counterparts who had

had less'than two weekly laboratory lessons..

-44,0

it may be concluded that the nature of study'experiences is closely eelated to

the level -of interest in studying a specific science discipline.

'.- The nature of the laboratory experiences

Two types.of laboratories-were deft ed in the questionnaire as follows:

,9 4,,

"In-the confirmatory laboratory the princ pies, phenomena and answers are given '

.

and the rolebf the laboratory work is to demostrate and confirm them. (On

the other hand) in-the inquiry:laboratory students are engaged in investigation

and in solving problems the answer for which they have to f' by themselves".

0

s
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Table IV presents responses'about various aspects related to learnipg

in the 1 ratory in high school.

Insert Table IV about here

r

It may be seen that compared with physics and chemistry, students in biology

had been-engaged consid6rably more in laboratory work than their chemistry and

physics counterparts.

H ever, the more significant difference relates to the nature of the

labora ory experiences, While 92% of the bicilogists in the high. school sample

eport that at fast half of their laboratories were inquiry oriented, only 56%

of the dhmists and 22% of the physics high school sample report on similar

-experiences. The figures for the college samples are 48%, 43% and 27%

respectively. The results indicate.thdi in both 1980 and the mid-seventies

most physics students had predominantly confirmatory laboratory experiences.

For chemists about half, of the students had inquiry oriented laboratoris with

a significant difference in favor of t high school sample who studied the'

"new" curriculum. The difference tween the two biology samples reflects

the fact that all the students in the high school sample studied the "new"
)

inquiry oriented curriculum.
4

As to the desirable inquiry/confirmatory ratio, biologists

appear to be most fayorable towards inquiry, with thechigh school saple

rejecting altogether the idea of,having predominantly confirmatory laboratories.

A similar position is taken by the chemistry high school sample, who like

their biology counterparts studiedLa "new" inquiry oriented curriculum.

The chemist'y college sample, on the other hand, appears most reluctant to

advocate inquiry laboratories, probably as a result of studying traditional

chemistry in high school and perhaps due to lack of knowledge what inquiry

14
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oriented laboratories really are. Ihdeed, when chemists and biologists who had

studied the "new" curricula were compared with those that had studied "traditional"

programs, the "new" students were found to have studied considerably more

. inquiry oriented laboratories.

Interestingly 80% of the college physicists, in spite of their

"traditional" high school experiences, still prefer more inquiry oriented

/laboratories. ''Oerhaps this is an indication of their dissatisfaction 'from

their confirmatory laboratory experiences. This inference is supported by

the 'relatively high percentage ofephysicists who prefered recitations over

-14

laboratory lessons in high school.

Innovative instructional strategies

Only the high school samples responded ,to thii part of the questionaire.

Table V presents the results.

'Insert Table V about here

*

The data flip Table V show that none of the Innovative strategies is used

.)

widely. Yet, while for physics and chemistry the employment of these approaelps

rranges between "notipall" and "some", for the biologists a medium level of

use is reported for three strategies, namely, research studies, analysis

of research papers and discovery learning. As to outdoors field studies,

although-little use is reported by the biologists, nevertheless it is used

by biologists considerably more than by either. physicists or c. 4sts.

The historical approach which hai\been declared as one of the cornerstones of

teaching science as enquiry (Schwab, 1963, p. 41), isihardly used in teaching

science in .Israeli_ high schools. 15
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Attitudes towards various componentsrof the matriculation-examination

The matriculation examination reflects 'titan any other means the ob-

jectives and emphases of the different science curricula as conceived by students

and teacher's. This is so since naturally both teachers and students invest th
...

efforts and activities to. attain successful performance in these examinations.

Hence it is reaunable to assume that the attitudes of,students toward different
,A4

components of the matriculation examination are a measure of the impor-

tant they assign"to-different objectives of the curriculum.

The nature of the,C0ferlitmairfCUlation examinations is briefly described

below. In most science programs the students take a -paper and pencil test as

well as a practiCal test% ,
4 et`

The ?Japer and pencil test in biology consists of three karts. Part 1 contains

multiple chotce items. Part 2 presents tiiLtiorproblems which require inter-

-
pretation of table's and graphs and explanation of the data based on application

of biological principles. Part 3, preserlts'e'piece of research paper which

irequires-analysis and interpretat' n as wel ,as continuation of the research

)

through the design of a new experiment... -physics test consists of inter-

pretation of graphs explaining phenomena, qualitative and quantitative calculations,

planning an-experiment and:predictinj:itstresults. 'The chemistry test includes

two parts: Pa 1 consists of multiple choice items while Part 2 requires

interpretation tables and graphs, calculations, explanations of phenomena

and prediction of experimental.risultAr of properti s of different substances.

The practical examination in biology consists' brthree parts. Part 1

requires the student to design and perform a novel experiment to solve an

unfamiliar problem. Students following the traditional curriculum perform a

familiar experiment instead Pa t2 is an oral examination on plants and animals.

1.6
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A

Part 3 requires the students to identify organiainsw*h etaxonomical keyk

The practical examination in physics requires the Performance of a familiar
-

experiment as well as skills in using laboratory instruments.
dik

J.

There is no practical examination in the new chemistry curricul,um. The

4

traditional program requires the student to identify ions and salts and to explain

why they did what'they did.

Table VI presents the views of students on the importance of various aspects

and eomponenta of the matriculation examinations. SoMe of the student's did not

a.

respond to this part of the queationnaire, either because they had not taken the

4or
exam or because they7had not been able to,recall the details: The high school

sample did not respond to the firs.four items in Table VI because, at tho time,

they had not taken the matriculation examination and, therefore, were not

ready to make the required judgements. 'There al.e relatively few responses of

the chemistry high school sample, hence these data should be considered as tentative,

especially where they are in disagreement with those obtained from the college sample.

-

.

Insert Table VI about here
4

The results in Table VI reveal a high level of,ageement between the two

biology samples.

The results indicate that for the biologists the matriculation examination

was more interesting, they appreciated as important all parts of the paper
4

and pencil test and that part of the practical examination which required to

design and perform an.experiment to solvean unfamiliar problem. On the other

Hand, performing a familiar experiment, the oral examination and the identifica-

-

tion of organisms with the aid of a -key receiv only mediocre rating.

17
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The-chemistry examinatfon although reflecting imporatant objectives was con-
.

ceivel as not interesting, requiring memorization of facts and not allowing for

demonstrating the attainment of important learnings. It appears as if in general

the physicists and biologists were more satisfi with their examinations than the

-chemists. It is noteworthy that both physicist and-chemists did not appreciate

quantitative calculations as much as qualitative calculations.
.

The,- main difference between thebiology and physics high-school samples relates

to 4e importance of trpuiry, skills: ,The physicists assign a very high rating to

XX

routine procedures such as performing a familiar experiment ordemonstrating skill

in sing instruments, and at the same time do not conceive as verypimportant skills

# .

such'as interpretation of graphs and tables, or planning experiments.is-The

biologists, on the other hand take the opposite Position, giving a very high
4 .

premium to solving unfamiliar problems, to planniny'4ekperiments and to the

It

interpretattod of grAls and tables. It is very interesting to note that when

. 0' /
physicists reach the-dniversity they realize how much more important are inquiry

skills, compared with practicing routine procedures nd they exhibit views very

nitsimilar to those of the biologists. The correspo ence between the views of

biologists, physicists and chemists at the college level with that of the high

'school biologists, together with the specifie results lead to the conlpsion that,

at least asfar as inquiry skills are concerned, the biology progra reflected

jn the matriculation examination offers superior preparation for c ege studies.

Improving science teaching in high school

.
The importance assigned to different suggestions to imprtve the teaching of

*

science may be regarded/as an indicator If students' preferences of specif:ik

learning objectives and Instructional strategies. Certainly they should be

e'
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'considered as an Important data source for future revisions of science curricula.

Table VII'presents the mean responses refated to`the three subject matter areas."

Insert Table VII about here

I,It NI ay
be observed.that there are only a few differences aming biologists,

physicists and chemists of both high school and college iample.s. All the students

/

would hav liked to study from up-to-date texts, obtain Uri-to-date knowledge

thrcArgh a variety of up-to-date and coordinated instructional strategies, and have

...\more active learning experiences such'as small group and inquiry oriented labs.

`1
we take ik5 (the mean point on the 4 points scale) asa outing point

we may conclude that by and large students are satisfied with the number of .

_

hours.devoted to laboratory work as well a$ with the broadness and deepness of

subject matter coverage. Perhaps there may be a weak trend toward t4
11

study of less topics in more depth, especially in the college chemistry sample.

Whether the call for recruiting younger teachers expressed by the physics and .

chemistry college samples is still valid may require further investigation.

That, very few young physics and chemistry graduates choose teaching as a profession

is a well known problem in Israel as well is in many other countries. The

plea of students for improvements should not be interpreted to mean that sciente

teaching is poor. In fact, science teaching has improved substantially in the'

last ten years, espectally in biology. 'Nevertheless, there is alwaEs_room for
/

more improvements. for example, some of the biology texts in use are more

than tett year's old. Even though they may have-been uptodate in the mid sixties,

they certainly deserve updating in 1980.

4, 4, 4, 4, Pr r, 4, 4,4, 4, 4. 0, P, #

1.9
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High school' contribution to the studies in the university

a

Table VIII preseQts 'the responses to the question: To what extent would

(or did) the study of Acielid,(biology or chemistry or physics) in high school

help you in studying that science in the university?"

Insert Table VIIIabOut here

The relatively high standard deviations (as well as the wide'distribution

of frequency counts which are not reported in order to save space) show that

different students feel differently about the extent to which they, were or

would be helped by their highischool experiences. This.result wuld have been

expected, considering the differences. mond schools as well as among students.

Bearing this in mind, it is striking to find out that, on the average, there

.

are hardly any differences between biologists, chemists and physicists in
4

the college samples. For all 40 them high school,dxperiences appear to have

-

helped more in lecture than in the laboratoty. tint valued was'the help of prior

knowledge to'the learning, understanding and retention of new material presented

in lectures.

In general the expectations of the high school samples are substantia

higher than the perceptions 1f the college samples There are at,least two

plausible interpretations. One is that as students reach callege they find

out that the demands Are different and that they have forgotten man*.of the

details that they studied in high school. Somehow what has Oecipitated

helps in the learning of new related materials, but not so much in the

employment of seixific skills (See Ausubel, 1961, p. 94).

2,0

4
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An alternative explanation may refer to the lapse of several yearS-v

,

between the high school and the college samples' experiehces. Perhaps 6

41,

1980 .those students yho study inquiry oriented programs,especially the biologists,
,

are indeed better prepared for individual learning from differentipurces,

are indeed.more self reliant and are indeed better' prepared to understand research.'

It would be interesting to follow these students and find out how they actually

be,prave when-they mach college. Some support for the second interpretation is

provided by the'fact tha,t high school physicists who continued to study

"traditional" physics express the-weakest expectations regarding the acquisition of

self,learning skills while the biologists whose incidiry oriented curriculum emphasizes

these skills indeed exhibit the strongest expectations regarding their potential
?

help in college.

That the nature of-high school experience indeed plays an important role

may be seen in the data presented in Table IX. For the purpose of brevity the

four items related to laboratory on the one hand, and the four items

related to the lectdi-e or the other hand (See Table XVIII)were Pooled together

'to become the two dependent variables in Table IX. The independent variables

are listed as high school variables.

Insert Table .IX about here

ti

It may be seen that considerably greater helris reported by students who

major in the.university in the same discipline in which they majored in high

school, who studied a "new" high school curriculum, who had more than two

-weekly laboratory lessons and who had mote inquiry oriented laboratory

-experiences.
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. 52 out of the 90 unEversity biologists in our study had participated in 44

another study (Tamir and Amir, 19814)in which their knowledge and achievement

in biology were assessed. Self reported perceptions of what concepts and

skills had been studies in high school (Prior Stud') 'as well as perceived levels

of knowledge and understanding of this concepts and skills (Knowledge) while

entering the university were measured by a specially designed instrument

designated as KPSI,(Knowledge and Prior Study Inventory). As well, their

achievement in their first year college biology course was measured by the

regularcourse examinations: It is of special interest to.the present study

to,examintthe relationship between high school related variables and academic

achievement. .Hence, even though we only have relevant data pertaining to a

subsample of biologists, we decided to presInt theth in Table X.

..........

Insert Table X about here

--------

The data in Tabl('X reveal a number of positive relationships. It should be

emphasi/hd that these relationships exist in spite of tPe lapse of at least three

years between high school graduation and -ntrance to the university due to milli-

tory service. Thus, for example, students who perceived their high school

studies as helpful to their study in college had indeed
.

studied more concepts and

skills, indeed had more knowledge of concepts and skills upon, entering the 1'

university and indeed achieved better in college biology. Since the college

.

biology course was focusing on bacteriology and moleCular -biology, no wonder that

-those who had been more interested in these topics in high school also knew

more about them at entry and -achieved better in'the course

22
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High schoolversus college students
,

;.

The present study consists of three college samples and three high

school samples. Tamir, Amir (1981b) have already compared the responses of

the three-6)11er samples. In this study the focus is on the comparison

between the views of high school and collegq samples. We have already alluded.

to.Various similaritis and differences in previous sections. However, in

orde to facilitate the comparison,: mean scores of subsets of items dealing

with specific aspects were calculated and the statistical significance of the

differentes was tested by t tests (see Table
1

XI).

4.

Insert Table XI about here

4

The data in Table XI show that with regard to certain aspects such as

the importance of different componefits of the matriculation examinations,

or the expectations and-suggestions related to science studies in college,

there is full agreement between high school and college samples. With regard

to interest'in, different topics studied -in high' school, the biology college

sample reveals a higher 'level of interest and a similar trend may be

observed in the physics samples. We explained these trends by the more

selective nature of the college samples: naturally only those who are more
4

interested in high school science, continue their studies of science in college.

The lack of differences between the chemistry samples i explained by the fact

that all high school stud ents studied the "new" curriculum which is,
N.

apparently, mare interesting than the traditional one even for students"who

do not intend to study chemistry in college.

23-
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When we turn to the oth,- items in Table XI wet find a substantial difference;

especially etween the expectations of the high school sample and the perceptions'of
.

the college samples. Possible explanations'for these differences have already

\
been discussed.

Disctssion and conclusions

' The findings indicate'that high scnool prebaratio. in science has significant

effects bn various aspects related to the study of science in the university. It

appears th,t there arg at least three mechni.sms of effect in operatioe:'

a) The nature of high school studies affects theltdents while they are still

in high school, For example more inquiry 9riented experiences a&More

time devoted to laboratory work tend to develop more positive attitudes

and a higher level of interest tn the study of science in_high school.

b) The nature of the curriculum as well as thit of the learning experiences in

hig school effect the Amount of knowledge gained as well as the meaning-

fulnes andAefention of this knoWledge.

c) The com ination of affective variables, such as interest and confidence

/ 'based on past experience, with cognitive variables such as prior know-'

ledge of concepts and skills has a considerable effect pn_the. way students

perceive their scien e studies.in the university, on their preferences re-

garding these stud' s, on their study skills, on their expectations and on

their achievement.

A unique feature of thetdesign of this study is the inclusion o

k1

hree

high school and three -co'l'lege samples. This.design allows for a number of

comparisons each of which helps to'put the specific results in perspective.

F t

24
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For example,_the three last items in Table XI reveal a high level of agreement
, .

among d4sciplines and within.each discipl-ine, so that it is safe to conclude

that college bOund science studer its in Israel rate their matriculation

examination as reflecting important objectives, believe that a 'high level

of coordination between high school and college studies is important and-

have high expectations from their college studies in terms of aquiring knowledge

and study skills. As the same time, however, detected differences permits

statements such as: Expectations of gh* school students regarding the help

of their high school science studies t their College studies are considerably

h4er than the perched help reporte y college students, in biology, chemistry

and physics. In spite of this general trend significant differences exist

between biology on the one hand -tnd physics chemistry on the other hand.

Both expectations of high school students and actual perceptions of college

students regarding help, reveal considerable superiority to the biol9eists.

Hence, it may be concluded that high school preparation fin biology is more

adequate than,that of either chemistry or biology. Whit are the features

of high school biology that make the difference? The results-imply

that,these features include: a) more interesting topics; b) more laboratory

work, which is characterized by a higher level of inquiry; 0- more innovative

.
instructional strategies such as stud-dints` researth studies, discovery learning,

analysis pf research papers and outdoors field studies; d) more interesting

matriculation examination which offers 'real challenge such as solving'

unfamiliar problem in the laboratory; e) more opportunities to develop study

skills and aqUire that kind'of knowledge which would be helpful in the study

of biology iff college. The results in Tables IX and X show that at least some

of the biologists expectations and perceptions are indeed actualized when students

reach college. Those who are better prepared, indeed know more, achieve better



a

and look back with more appreciation to their high school experiences.

Another ipportant;conclusion should also be mentioned. All the way, in

, .

different parts of the qu

j

stiorinaire and in different items we fisd that students

appreciate variation and ishness in study experiences. This apperciation is

especially expressed in the responses regarding desired improvements. It may

be concluded that a- study program which gives balanced inquiry oriented and

expaitory learning experiences is most desirable to stuAnts and et the same

mime offers the most adequate/preparation for college'science studies.

Fina'ly, thr results provide interesting information about the nature of

science.programs in Israeli high schools. Physics,teaching.comes out asfifnost

traditional, especially with regard to laboratory work. The "new" chemistry

program reveals a number of advantages in terms of students interests, learning,

4 .

in the laboratory and providing inquiry experiences. The biology program occupies

top position in terms of providing inquiry experiences and in many other aspectsj

which have already been described. Since we are dealing with the same educational

system, even with,the same schools, and considering that the sociocultural status

of tAchemistry and physics students are even higher than those of the biology

students (See description of samples), the explanation for the more positive

results pertaining to the biology students, must be the nature' of their

curriculum and of their classroom experience Those responsible for chemistry

and especlally for physics teaching, are well advises:Ito examine the ways and

means used by the biologists in designing and implementing their program(e.9.

cus 4 Tamir,1979). All of those responsible for science teaching both in

high school and at the university, including biologists, are advised to examine

carefully the detailed results of the present study, so'that they would be

able to take adequate steps to improve science teaching in high school as well as

the, bridges between high school and college science.

aa.
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Notes

The author acknowledges the help of Ruth Amir and Hilel Glazman

in data collection and preparation for analysis.
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Table I

Interest in different topics in highs ool biology -

0

Topic.

xchool

= 255
TC S.D.

Univdrsity

N = 90
%High* I', S.D.

High

' N
i %High*

Human .body 91 3.58 9 93 3.67 .58

GenetiCs 84 3.45r- .79 J 90 3.60 .71

Zoology 85 3-.30 .75
,

85 3:33 .77

Field trips 80 3.25 .94 91 3.46 .78

Animal behavior 80 3.19 .88 83 - 3.40 .90

Evolution 74 3.14 .89 86 3.43 .76

Laboratory Work It 76 3.08 .90 75 3.20 .78

Ecology 70 ' 3.00 .94 63 2.66 1.05

Physiology 71 2.99 .94 80 3.53 .68

Botany 73 2.95 .82 79/ .......2.98 .91

Anatomy 57 2.69 .98 79 3.21 .84

Bacteriology 57 2.66 .98 81 3.11 .78

Biochemistry 54 2.62
.

1.03 78 3.17 .8

Applications of

biology_

52 2.52 1.10 61 2.66 .93

Morphology 49 2.95 .97 66 2.80 .82

Total average 2.99 .45 3.21 .35

*%High presents the percentage of students who ,$elected ranks 3 or 4.

. 29



Table II

Interest in different topics in high school chemistry

To ic

High

N

school

= 57

7 S.D.

University

N = 100

%H 'h* X S.D.1pHi h

Organic chemistry '*86 3.34 .77 7 3.07 1.13

structure .. '82 3.28 .75 91 3.45 .72,Atom
.

Chemical bonds' 79 3.14 .8 76 3.10 , .92-

Acids and basis 75 2.95 1.01 70 2.89 -85

Chemical families 69 2.93 .91 58 2.65 .96

Periodic table 66 2.89 .84 77 3.04 .90

Oxidation - reduction .- 63 2.80 .94 63 2.74 .94

Energy in chemical reactions 57 2.68 .90 59 2.62 1.00

Chemical thermodynamics
( ,

.

57 2.64 1.06 49 2.41 197

Nuclear chemistry - 50 2,.50 1.22 63 2.77 1.15

1Polymers and proteins . 38 2.40 1.21 57 2.68 1.15

Chemical industry in Israel

pree energy and entropy

,

,

42

35

2.28

1.88

.98

1.14

25

28

1.81

1.95

.99

1.09

Kinetics - reaction velocity 20 1.73 .94 37 2.15- 1.05

Chetistry of Israeli rocks 9 1-.33 .66 25 1.75 .98

Total average. 476 .57 2.65 %60

, ,

*"%High presents the percentage of students who selected'ranks 3 or. 4.

6

,
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Tablq III

Intest in different topics -in high school physici

Topic

\

High school

= 1;5

%High* X S.D.

University

N = 42

%High* S.D.

Dynamics 83 3.24 .83 85 3.26 1.07

f\Enematics 82 3.19 .83 85 3.15 .99

Electromagnetism 78
.

3.11 ,.93 79 3.05 .94

Electrons and atom structure 70 3.02 1,08 95 3.61 .68

Alternate current cycles,
k

72 2.98 1.00 75 2.69 1.24

Electrostatics 73, 2.96 .86 4 3.10 .85

Statics 73 2.92 .89 73 2.89 1.05

Electrodunamics 68 2.89 1,01 76

Liquids and gases- 63 2.82 1.03 67 2.68 .88

Mechanics of rigid bodies 64 2.77 1.04 67 2.67 - 1.12

Wave theory 61 2,72 1.06 71 2.88 1.20

Radioactivity 58 2.71 1.16 .87 3.35 .79

Electrochemistry 54 2.57 1.03 61 2.58 .92

Geometric light theory 56 2.57 1.06 72 2.86 .98

Heat 53 2.55 1.06 64 2.67 .86

Special Relativity Theory 45 2.33 1.27 75 3.08 1.10

Particulate structure of matter 39- 2.220 1.01 67 2.85 .99

'Total Average 2.82 .61 2.98, .57

* % High presents the percentage of students who selected ranks
,

3 or 4..



Table IV

DistAbution of responses related to different aspects of high school science laboratai,e

(in percents)

Biologists Chemists Physicists

High school College Hip school College High school, Collei

The Aspect

//////

Number of weekly lab lessons,

less than two
///'-

8

two 'or more 92

ur4 of laboratory lessons

_.----7-most are confirmatory 8

about half_are confirmatory 32

most are inquiry _60
. . ,

.

The desirable ratio

most confinMatory 3

half confitikatory 24

most orall inquiry_ 73
_

N 255

-

Whal. vas prefered

recitations over labs, 25

recitations and labs equally 48

labs, over recitations 27

N 90 fi =57 . N 100 N1'125' N = 41

21 47 45 42 53

79 53 55 58

i

47

52

34

44

1'42

57

32 c r.'

78

20

73

24

14 14 11 2 3

32 7 50 39 21

52 29 .43 40 46

17 64 . 7 21 33

).,

36 29 28 39 62

50 19
*

48 41 27

14 32
,

24 ?° 11'

a



Table V

Occurance innovative instructional strategies in high school science classes

Instructional

Strategy

Bijologists

= 255,

X S.D.

Chemists

h = 57

X S.D.

Physicists

A.* = 125

X
/

S.D.

F t

df 2 Duncan range test

2,434 1:2 1:3 2:3

Doing research studies 2.0 .91 2.00 .76 1.71 .74 . 45.76" *

Discovery learning 2.42 .80 2.18 .75 1.80 .69 23.757" *

Analysis of ,research papers 2.5t 1.02 1.49...63 1.46 .62 76.55"

Outdoors field studies 2.02 .85 1.30 .50 1.39. .60 35.92"

Historical approach 1.66 .78 \.1.61 .67 1.46 .58 2.98" X

Mean scores on a

1 = not at all

et.

2 some

P< 0.05

4 points scale in which:

3 = much 4 very much

P < 0.01
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Table VI

Atitudes toward and assessment of the importance of various aspects and cpmponotasof the matriculation; examinations

ASPEN OR COMYONENT

Biologists . Uhemist

liigh school College high school College iligh school College

Nn 229 N = 90 N, =19 N- $5 'N -99 N= 22.

X S.D. X S.D. X S.D. A S.D. A S.D. X S.O.

,mteresting than other matriculation exainations

tarts important learning objectives

tot based en memorization f facts and details

Juts for demonstrating attainment of important

roings

1.11111 AtD T1OT

tiple choice items

drpretation of graphs and tables

ining experiments

licting results of excrements

laining phenomena

itatakiv calculations

iitative calculations

arehensien and analysis of research papers

arc

3

%3.02 ..77 2,40 .81 2.80 1,26

2.61 .81 3.03 .93 2.39 .78

3.25 .81 2.07 .78 .67

2.23 .81- 2,00 .76 2.23 ..75

2.98 .81 3.00 .7b 3.11 .66 2.20 .8U

3.22 .66 3.49 .51 i.95 .62 3.00 .64 2.47 .82 2.74 .73

2.99 .82 3.21 .91 2.72 .85 3,00 .71

3.21///.6.1 3.19 .82 2.83 .88 2.89 .99

5.30 .70 3.49 .51 3.47 .61 3.50 .62 2.47 .90 3.35 .75

1.69 .io 2.0 .71 2-11 .85 2.45 .69'

.1.00 ./5 2.')4 .73 3.0() .71 3.21 .63

1.10 ...) 3.41 .69 .

34
35
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Table VI-,
tt,

p. 2

FRAcTICA4 laAMIHATIoN 1

11 in using instruments

forming fimiliar experiments

forming experiment's to solve unfamiliar problems

1 examination on plants, animals and phenomena

enticying plants or animals or ions and stilts

3.36 .70

2.15, .91 2.39 '.91 1M.O.D 1.3.36 .66

3.31 .71 1.33 .66

2.65 .97 2.40 .74 2455 .93 ).70 1.02

t2.15 .87 2.32 .78 2.40 .91- 2.50. ,71

2.62 .77

2.71 .73

V

. r

a)
Mean scores PR4 poiots scale in which 1 = lowest, 4 . highest. Per the last 13 items the

ratings pettsin to the lvelef importancei nut included in thtn oxAminstiou.

W

36

A

er

f.
37
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Table" VII

Perceived importance of different suggested chehgea and improvements in high school science teaching

Uiologists

High school College

N =255 N 815

S.D. '1 X S.D.

1.01 1.88 .91

1.00 2.35 .96

Suggested Change

X

'lounger teachers 1.74

More instructional T.V 2.22

Deeper knowledge en

fewer topics 2.68

Mere hours of lab yark. 2.53'

Here resources: 'original

papers, encyclopedia etc. 2.65

Mere class discussions 2.89

Mere i uiry labs 2.91

Impr ved instructionklatrategies 3.32

More opportunities for thinking 3.26

Better coordination- between lab

and recitations
...-

3.29

Small groups work in lab 3.30

Uptodate textbooks 3.46

1.02 2.62 .68

.91 2.68 .86

.91 2.88 .77

.79 3.00 .75

.88 2.89 .94

.82 2.92 .53

.73 3.28 .80

.73 3.31 .79

.88 3.34 .82

.87 3.56 .78

Chemists

High school College

N=57 N s. 91

X S.D. X S.D.

Physicists

High school College

N m 125 N 39

X S.D. X S.D.

1.57 .84 3.34 .78 2.20 1.02 3.33 ..74

2.28 1.03 2.98 .79 2.20 .92 3.00 .83

2.48 .95 2.95 .62 2.50' .91 2.62 .58

2.28 .86 2.77 .81 2.50 .89 2.19 .94

2.09 .95 2.10 .91 2.43 .96 2.14 .98

2.85 .93 2.82 .81 2.33 ,.84 2.86 .65

2.98 .71 3.02 .70 2.71 .8? 3.10 .;78 to

2.98 1.03 2.73 .49 3.07 .81 2.83. .46

3.29 .74 3.18 .73 2.98 :79 3.29 .60

3.Z5 .73 3.42 .59 3.08 .78 3.24 .58

3.31 .69 3.32 .781 2.97 .89 3.23 .74

3.46 .88 3.60 .72 3.31 '.90 3.34 .66

Mean scores on a 4 points scale in which 1.---not important, 2 a of some importance,
4

3 = important, 4 = very important. 39



Table VIII
11

Help of high school studies to different aspects of.science studies in college
x

Biologists

High school College

= 255' N 85Ampec
X S.D. X S.D.

Chemists

High school

v . 57
X S.D.

-

,

College

N Is 97

X S.D.
ii STUDIES LN'THE LAHORATORX

Preparing lab reports 2.59 .81 1.88 .88 2.45 .83 *1.96 1.00

Problem solving in l& 2.77 .73. 2.05 .84 2.5 .70 1.98 .93

Understanding lab Work. 2.77 .75 .07 .76 2.55 :79 2.13 .98

Acquiring lab techniquei" 2.66 .78 $408 .88 2.46 .76 1.91 1.00"

WRITTEN italiiILLS -AND LECTURES

Learning from' books and 2.84 .78 2.22 .92. 2.29 .70 2.11 .95
tber sources-

Understanding research 2.80 .83 2.02 '.98 2.20 .87 1.84 .88

Retention of material 2.55
presented in lectures

.87 2.29 .91 2.56 .86 2.46 .98

Urnderstandingiam4 learning 2.89.

in lectures
.76( 2.50 .90 2.98 .71 2.65 .86

0

0

Physicist's.

. High school cor14. -7
N at 125 r'N - 39
I S.D., X S.D.

2.47 1.08 . 1.68 .78

2.18 .94 2.02 1.02

.2.22 .93 2.15 1.05

'2.19 .96 1.78 -.83

2.10 .92 2.1.0 .97

2.10 .99 -1.93 143

2.18 .99 2.44 .98

4110 1.01' 2.51

a &poet/W.0n* of the high school samplesmnd rcep ipns of the College

an a 4 points scale in which 1 . very little, 2 m much, 4 le.very much

4.0

net included in the queationnaire.-
go
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Table IX

The relationship between the nature of high school experiences and their r I ited help in the university

-
Biologists

N = 90
High school variable x S. D.

Specialization:

university major 2. 22 71

other 1.41 .46

Curriculum:
11111d11

"new"

,, No. of laboratory
lessons per week:

less than two

1. 65 71

2, 12 .67

1, 63 .48

more than twoL.... 2. 61 . 60

ype of laboratory:
1

42 confirmatory 1, 89 . 60

at least half inquiry 2. 28 . 79

HELP IN THE UNIVERSITY

In the Laboratory In Lectures

xx 1. 88 96 1.

1, 95 75 2,

.

Chemists
N = 97

t x S. D. t

ma( 2, 15 86 1.

1, 84 76 1.

)0K 1. 51 53 xx . 1.

2. 39 . 82 2.

T
:OE 1. 96 . 75 )0K 1.

2. 50 .79 2.

Physicists Biologists Chemists - Physicists
N = -42 N = 90 N = 97 N = 42

x S. D. t x S. D. t x S. D. t x S. D. t

98 85

68 . 49

80 87

82 57

62 60 xi<

33 . 79

84 0 . 70

31 1.12 1. 12

2. 50 79 )1E:4( 2.42 . 68 2, 37 73

1.46 . 66 2. 10 . 80 1. 85, 56

1,96 79 2.15 84 2.27 78

2. 32 87 2, 30 . 74 t 2, 25 . 55

2. 10 57 xi( 2.02 78 xx 1. 91 41. )it

2. 74 . 65 2.43. . 70 2. 39 . 85

2. 21 d. 82 2. 24 . 72 2. 10 , 73

2.44 . 80 2..58 . 71 2.58 , 81 '.

p < 0.05 p < 0.01I
Values of t and N \ire not reported for each analysis in order to 'save space

0
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Table X

correlations of high school related variables to

self-reported knowledge and prior study in

high school and achievement Tntcollege

N
(1,1 52)

I

High school variable Knowledge Prior Study Achievement in

concepts Skills Concepts Skills college biology

Nuthair of lab 4"

lessons per week

Adjusting high school
biolote the
unilittrsity requirements

Maintaining continuity
between high school
and university,

Delp of high school
biology to study in
university labs

- K ALIN

.26 .16 .36" .38

. 1
.06 . id .19 .24

..,-

XX NM
."36 .37. 24K .22

1K X XX
.49 .48 .41 .36 ,

MX X

Help of high -school . 36 .36
XX

.25 .11 a, 22

biology to general
study of biology at
the university

40 .Mit, bOK X.KE X

Interest in bacteriology 4, 32 , 33 .33
i

.23 .30%

and in molecular biology
in*high school

i

AX X A XX

-Interest in other .44 .40 .35 .16. . 15

biological topics
in high school

p 4 0,05; p < 0.01.

44
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TABLE XI

Summar'y comparison of responses of the high school and college samples

Variable

Interest in high

school ,topics

Suggested improvement
in' high school

Help in lab

Help in lectures

Expectatiohs fromr
,

college studies

Suggested coordination
between high school

and college studies

importance of different
components of the
matriculation exams

F

Biology PhysicsChemistry
../

High School

N,= 254
R S.D.

University
N = 87
R S.b. t

High School
N = 57

R S.D.

2.99 .45 3.21 '7.35 4:72** 2.76) .57

2.79 .38 2.83 .37 .88 2.73 .42

-

2.70 .63 2.02 .70 8.01** 2.50 .61

2.77 .62 2.26 .82, 5.2** 2.50 .57

3.04 .54 3.05 .47 .20 3.10 .49

2.95 :54 2.95 .52 .09 .3.04 .61

2.84 .42 2.98 .43 1.2r 2.73 , .20

University High School University

N = 96 N.= 4f

R S.D. t

N = 124
R S.D. R S.D.- t

2.65

2:96

1.99

2.25

2.99

3.03

2.89

R>045 p > 0.01

4.

.60 1.06 2.82 .61 2.98

.39 3.32** 2.64 .39 2.82

.83 4.16** 2.26 .85 1.90

.76 2.32* 2.19 .82 2.24

.56 1.22 3.04 .54 2.93

%58. .16 2.94 .54 2.92

.38 1.87 2.81 .44 2.91

1

.57 1.45

.35 2.77"

it,

.75 2.33"

.73 .38

.50 1.22

1.64 .24

.48 .91
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